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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this
Exclusive The Godmothers 2 Fern Michaels by online. You might not require
more era to spend to go to the ebook instigation as competently as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise pull off not discover the pronouncement
Exclusive The Godmothers 2 Fern Michaels that you are looking for. It will
unquestionably squander the time.
However below, next you visit this web page, it will be for that reason
unconditionally simple to acquire as competently as download lead Exclusive The
Godmothers 2 Fern Michaels
It will not acknowledge many period as we notify before. You can get it while
appear in something else at home and even in your workplace. correspondingly
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we give under as without
difficulty as review Exclusive The Godmothers 2 Fern Michaels what you like to
read!
Annie’s closest confidante, knows the
secrets of Annie’s past, including the
remote mountain in Spain where Annie
spent some of the best—and worst—days of
her life. Annie vowed that she’d never
return to the mountain or the stunning
monastery there. But the memories of the
past have called her back. Now, she needs
allies who are fearless, loyal, and willing
to do whatever it takes to see justice
The Sisterhood: a group of women from
done. And with the safety of one of their
all walks of life bound by friendship and a
own on the line, the Sisterhood won’t let
quest for justice. Armed with vast
her down . . . THE 30TH SISTERHOOD
resources, top-notch expertise, and a
NOVEL
loyal network of allies around the globe,
These Are Not Your Fairy Godmothers
the Sisterhood will not rest until every
The debut of a wonderful new series, The
wrong is made right. It’s been three
Scoop is #1 New York Times bestselling
months since Countess Annie de Silva
author Fern Michaels's introduction to The
slipped away from her home before dawn,
Godmothers, four unforgettable women
leaving a cryptic note and no clue as to
who are about to get a whole new lease on
her destination. That’s an eternity for
life. . .LIFE STARTS NOW Teresa "Toots"
friends as devoted as the Sisterhood. Now
Amelia Loudenberry has crammed a great
they’re desperate to ensure that their
deal of living--not to mention eight muchfounding member is alive and well, and
loved husbands--into her varied and
that means tracking her down—wherever
rewarding life. Once again single, Toots is
in the world she might be. Myra Rutledge,
ready to taste life again, and fate has just
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handed her the perfect opportunity. . . The No sooner have Toots Loudenberry and
owner of the gossip rag where Toots's
her three best friends—Sophie, Ida, and
daughter works is about to lose the paper Mavis—returned from Sacramento, where
to his gambling debts. Eager to keep her Sophie provided some much-needed
daughter employed among the movers and psychic advice to the First Lady of
shakers of Hollywood, Toots calls on her California, when another situation
three trusted friends--Sophie, Mavis, and demands their attention. . . Laura Leigh, a
Ida--to help pull some strings. Together, Hollywood starlet whose main talent
they hatch a plan that proves you should seems to be landing in trouble, is missing.
never underestimate Southern ladies of a Toots' daughter, Abby, has both a
certain age, and that each day can be a
personal and professional stake in the
gift, if you're willing to claim it. . . Praise story. Not only is she editor-in-chief at
for Fern Michaels and the Godmothers
gossip magazine The Informer, but
series "Michaels's engaging version of the entertainment attorney Chris Clay, Abby's
Golden Girls." --Booklist "Witty, charming, would-be beau, was the last person seen
and complicated." --RT Reviews When
with Laura. And now he's missing, too.
Toots Loudenberry relocated to Los
Life Is Full Of Surprises Teresa "Toots"
Angeles from South Carolina to be near
Amelia Loudenberry has her quirks, but no
her daughter, Abby, she expected to bump one--especially not her trusted friends
into the occasional celebrity. She just
Sophia, Ida, and Mavis--would ever
never expected them to be dead.
question her loyalty. So it's no surprise
Meanwhile, Toots, Sophie, and Mavis are when Toots decides to extend her stay in
concerned that the prestigious Dr.
Charleston to help care for her ailing
Sameer's budding romance with Ida may
housekeeper.
have something to do with his ailing bank “A group of deeply complex and
balance. And Abby's attempted makeover beautifully written women . . . Aubray
marries history, suspense and womanhood
of the celebrity magazine The Informer
into the most talked-about tabloid in town in a story perfect for
could end more than just her career. But devouring.”—Newsweek For readers of
Naomi Krupitsky's The Family! An
the Godmothers wouldn't be the
Godmothers if they weren't pulling a few irresistible, suspenseful novel about four
women who marry into an elegant,
behind-the-scenes strings, and Abby's
prosperous Italian family, and then must
hopes of changing the fortunes of The
take charge of the family’s business when
Informer are still alive. Yet it'll take an
their husbands are forced to leave them
assist from a source no one could have
predicted, let alone see, to secure a story during the war. Meet the Godmothers:
Filomena is a clever and resourceful war
that will shake Tinseltown to its very
refugee with a childhood secret. Amie, a
core. . . LEAVING LA LA LAND Teresa
beautiful and dreamy French girl from
"Toots" Loudenberry has a knack for
upstate New York, escapes an abusive
finding adventure, even when she's not
husband for a new life. Lucy, a tough-aslooking for it. But ever since Sophie
nails Irish lass, runs away from a strict
convinced her friends to start holding
girls’ home to become a nurse. And the
regular s ances, life in Los Angeles is
getting a little too dramatic even for
glamorous Petrina, the family’s only
daughter, graduates with honors from
Toots's tastes. When Ida receives a
message from the beyond suggesting that Barnard College despite a past trauma that
her late husband was murdered, a spooked nearly caused a family scandal. All four
women become godmothers to one
Toots decides it's time the Godmothers
left LA for her hometown of Charleston. . . another’s children, finding hope and
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shelter in this prosperous family and their
sumptuous Greenwich Village home. But
the women’s secret pasts lead to
unforeseen consequences and betrayals
that threaten to unravel all their carefully
laid plans. And when they must
unexpectedly contend with notorious
gangsters like Frank Costello and Lucky
Luciano, the four Godmothers learn to put
aside their differences so that they can
work together to protect their loved ones
and find their own unique paths to the
futures they’ve always dreamed of.
Swindled out of his home by his golddigging wife, successful accountant Gus
Hollister returns to his grandmother
Rose's Virginia farmhouse where he helps
the residents of Blossom Farm expand
their business and finds the courage to
love again.
Cut and Run
No Way Out
Falling Stars
The Blossom Sisters
Man and His Symbols

First in the New York Times bestselling series
featuring fierce female vigilantes—includes a
bonus Sisterhood chapter and an interview with
Fern Michaels! Life isn’t fair. Most women
know it. But what can you do about it? Plenty . . .
if you’re part of the Sisterhood. On the surface,
these seven women are as different as can
be—but each has had her share of bad luck, from
cheating husbands to sexist colleagues to a legal
system that often doesn’t do its job. Now,
drawn together by tragedy, they’re forging a
bond that will help them right the wrongs
committed against them and discover an inner
strength they didn’t know they had. Growing
bolder with each act of justice, the Sisterhood is
learning that when bad things happen, you can
roll over and play dead . . . or you can get up
fighting . . . “Readers will enjoy seeing what
happens when well-funded, very angry women
take the law into their own hands.”—Booklist
Series praise “Readers looking for an updated
Charlie’s Angels in ‘wild women’ mode will

be most satisfied.”—Publishers Weekly on Lethal
Justice “Spunky women who fight for truth,
justice, and the American way.”—Fresh Fiction
on Final Justice “Delectable . . . deliver[s]
revenge that’s creatively swift and sweet,
Michaels-style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Poku
“Fans of romantic suspense will fall hard for this
story” from the #1 New York Times-bestselling
author of the Sisterhood novels (A Love So True).
Pediatrician Lorrie Ryan has been looking
forward to camping with her seven-year-old
nephew, Davey. It’s a chance to let the fragile,
sheltered boy spend time away from his nervous,
overprotective parents, and have the adventure
he’s always wanted. But in the lush woods,
Lorrie never imagines they are not alone—or that
their idyllic trip will soon become a chilling
nightmare of survival . . . In one terrifying
moment, Davey disappears. The local police find
no trace of him, and a desperate Lorrie turns to
the one man who can help: FBI agent Stuart
Sanders. Now, the hunt is on for a child growing
weaker by the minute—and a cruel predator
whose twisted game of cat-and-mouse has only
just begun . . . “A heart-pounding romantic
thriller . . . as fast paced and exciting as
always.”—Booklist Praise for Fern Michaels and
her novels “Prose so natural that it seems you are
witnessing a story rather than reading about
it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times “Michaels just
keeps getting better and better with each book . . .
She never disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews
“A knockout story.”—Publishers Weekly
Happy due to a budding romance and her
daughter's move back to town, Teresa "Toots"
Loudenberry's life turns serious when two
children disappear after visiting her bakery, and
she enlists her friends to help search for them.
Immersed in her job as an assistant to a
congressman, Carol Ann "CJ" Jansen uncovers
possible evidence of her boss's corrupt activities
before his apparent suicide, and moves to a small
New England town for her own protection.
Home Free
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Celebration
Southern Comfort
A Heartwarming Christmas Novel
Bitter Pill

One of her most beloved standalones, Fern
Michaels' New York Times and USA
Today bestselling novel about recovery and
second chances is now available in trade
paperback for the first time. #1 New York
Times bestselling author Fern Michaels
masterfully blends adventure, redemption,
and rich emotion to explore all the ways
that love can come to heal us... Atlanta
homicide detective Patrick "Tick" Kelly
turned his back on the world the day he lost
his family to unimaginable tragedy.
Isolating himself in a beach shack on
Mango Key, Florida, he drowned his grief
and trauma in drink. Now sober and a
bestselling author, Tick would gladly stay a
recluse forever if his brother didn't keep
trying to drag him back to the land of the
living. After years of sacrificing her personal
life in favor of her DEA job, Kate Rush
resigned and moved back to her native
Miami. But the unofficial assignment that
has just come her way is too intriguing to
pass up. She and a fellow ex-agent are
relocated to Mango Key to keep an eye on
an imposing, mysterious fortress believed to
be at the center of a major crime
organization. At first, the Kelly brothers are
suspected of involvement, but Kate is sure
Tick poses no danger--except for the slowburning gaze that makes her breath catch
and her heart race...
Second in the three-part story starring a
group of Southern ladies facing a haunting
mystery together, from the #1 New York
Times-bestselling author. The best of
friends, Toots, Ida, Mavis, and Sophie have
been there for each other through thick and

thin. Now Sophie needs the rest of the
Godmothers to help her through something
they’ve never faced before . . . Sophie can
no longer deny that something strange is
going on in her South Carolina home.
Something lingers, rooted in a tragedy long
ago. And the stress is casting a shadow over
her still-new marriage to Goebel, a retired
New York City cop. But with some help
from her dear friends Toots, Ida, and
Mavis—with whom she shares a history
going all the way back to seventh
grade—she can fight the forces she cannot
see… Praise for Fern Michaels and The
Godmothers Series “Pure recession-proof
fun.” —Publishers Weekly “Michaels’
engaging version of the Golden Girls.”
—Booklist “Grab some tissues as you read
the latest installment of the outstanding
Godmothers series, which contains an
abundance of poignancy, wit, charm and
laugh-out-loud moments. Reading Michaels
is always a rewarding experience.” —RT
Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars on Classified “The
camaraderie of the four friends remains very
powerful in the latest Godmothers
contemporary . . . Fans will enjoy Breaking
News.” —Midwest Book Reviews “A tale
of intrigue, excitement, and friendship…will
satisfy your taste for thrill while reinforcing
the value of keeping good company in hard
times.” —The Charleston Mercury on
Late Edition “This is a perfect book to take
with you and sit and laugh at the beach.
It’s just
After being falsely convicted more than ten
years ago of murdering her wealthy patient,
nurse Sophie Lee retreats to Georgia
attorney Mikala Aulani's house and tries to
evade the media frenzy that surrounds her.
The Sisterhood faces a brand-new day—and
even greater battles. Twentieth in the fan-
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favorite series from the #1 New York Times handsome angel who saved
her."--back cover.
bestselling author. United by a desire to
The men behind a squad of fierce
overcome their personal misfortunes, seven female vigilantes form their own
very different women formed an indelible
team in the first of this thrilling
bond and vowed to right wrongs wherever series from a #1 New York
Times–bestselling author. Through
they found them. They’ve succeeded
public triumphs and private
beyond their wildest dreams. After years
sorrows, the men in the Sisters'
known as the Vigilantes, Myra, Annie,
lives—husbands, friends,
Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki, and Isabelle colleagues, and lovers—have offered
are enjoying their hard-won freedom and
invaluable aid and support. In the
the chance at a normal life. As it turns out, process, they've become an informal
brotherhood of their own, able to
once you’re a part of the Sisterhood,
normal is a relative term. President Martine relate to the unique challenges and
Connor, their long-time ally, has announced rewards of life among the
vigilantes. But after years of bit
the formation of a top-secret organization. parts, the Sisterhood's significant
Officially, the CIC won’t exist.
others are itching to take center
Unofficially, they’ll report directly to the stage. Frustrated with the limits
president and tackle the jobs no one else can of the criminal justice system,
handle. For the Sisterhood, it’s the end of Nikki's husband Jack Emery has
an era—and the beginning of a whole new recruited his friends Ted, Joe,
Harry, Bert, Jay, and Abner. They
adventure . . . Series praise “Spunky
have brand-new headquarters with
women who fight for truth, justice, and the state-of-the-art equipment, an
American way.”—Fresh Fiction on Final unlimited bankroll, and a plaque on
the door that reads BOLO
Justice “Readers will enjoy seeing what
Consultants. Their first case:
happens when well-funded, very angry
toppling ruthless slum landlord
women take the law into their own
Tyler Sandford—also lieutenant
hands.”—Booklist on Weekend Warriors governor of Virginia. Sandford may
“Delectable . . . deliver[s] revenge that’s have friends in very high places,
creatively swift and sweet, Michaelsbut that's no match for BOLO—or the
women who've got their backs…
style.”—Publishers Weekly on Hokus
Julie Wyatt enlists the aid of
Pokus
fellow members of the Sisterhood,
EXCLUSIVE
Myra and Annie, to prove that her
A Thrilling Novel of Suspense
daughter-in-law, Darlene, is
Truth and Justice
responsible for the mysterious
Weekend Warriors
death of her son Larry and help
ensure the safety of Larry's
The Brightest Star
A winter wonderland. "Angelica
Shepard left New York for
Christmas in Colorado to relax and
unwind--but an out-of-control
snowboarder almost had her laid to
rest. When she wakes up in the
hospital, all she remembers is the

daughter.
“Secrets, revenge and personal
redemption . . . [a] tale of strong
emotions and courage” from the #1
New York Times bestselling author
(Publishers Weekly). From her
silver Mercedes to her designer
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kitchen, Molly’s life is gleaming be destroying it. Myra becomes suspicious of the
and beautiful—at least on the
trio of doctors in charge of the program,
surface. But no one in her
especially once the Sisterhood’s investigations
exclusive neighborhood in
reveal that one patient has died, and another
Goldenhills, Massachusetts, knows
lapsed into a coma. While those in their care
what living with her demanding
suffer, the three doctors—located in London,
husband Tanner is really like. They
know even less about the life she Aspen, and New York—all enjoy indulgent
left behind in Florida almost two lifestyles and extravagant toys. But justice is
decades ago. Back then, Molly was always the best medicine—and no one dispenses
Maddy Carmichael, living with her it better than the Sisterhood . . .
twin brother and neglectful mother Third in the haunting three-part series featuring
in a run-down trailer park amid the four old friends and a house with a secret
orange groves of Florida. After the past—from the #1 New York Times-bestselling
terrible events of her high school author. Old friends reunite for an adventure
prom night, Molly fled north and
unlike any they’ve faced before in the latest
reinvented herself. Now the veneer novel by beloved storyteller and #1 New York
of Molly’s polished existence is
Times bestselling author Fern Michaels. As
finally cracking—and Molly must
Sophie De Luca has learned, many things really
find the strength to become the
are better the second time around, whether
woman she once hoped to be. “The
that’s a wonderful year of marriage with
triumphant theme of women like
Molly finding justice will appeal Goebel, her sweet second husband, or
strengthening her bonds with childhood friends
to readers.”—Booklist “Fern
Toots, Ida, and Mavis. Yet ever since she and
Michaels takes a story line and
makes you feel like this could
Goebel moved into their new home, Sophie has
happen to you. She writes stories sensed something a little…unusual. Old houses
that can and will happen in today’s often contain items left behind from previous
world.”—Fresh Fiction
owners, but what remains in this case is a
Classified
painful secret. Facing this past presents a
Fern Michaels' Godmothers Bundle:
special kind of challenge, but with her three
The Scoop, Exclusive, Late
extraordinary friends by her side, Sophie is
Edition, Deadline & Breaking News
ready to confront a terrible wrong that occurred
Gotcha!
An Action-Packed Novel of Suspense within the house decades ago. And, just maybe,
each of the lifelong friends will get the chance
19 Yellow Moon Road

No one weaves a story as well as beloved New
York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels.
In the latest in the Sisterhood series, a team of
unscrupulous doctors is profiting from others’
distress—but these loyal friends know just the
cure . . . For the Sisterhood, there’s a special
satisfaction that comes with helping a friend in
need, especially when it’s someone as dear as
Charlotte Hansen. Myra Rutledge’s childhood
friend has spent tens of thousands of dollars on
remedies to boost longevity. But far from
improving her health, the medications seem to

to claim a sweet, surprising future chiming with
wedding bells when the task is done . . . Praise
for Fern Michaels and The Godmothers Series
“Whoever thought the ‘golden years’ were
boring never met the Godmothers.”—RT Book
Reviews “Michaels’ engaging version of the
Golden Girls.”—Booklist Praise for Fern
Michaels and The Godmothers Series
“Whoever thought the ‘golden years’ were
boring never met the Godmothers.” —RT Book
Reviews “Michaels’ engaging version of the
Golden Girls.” —Booklist
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Fern Michaels is a national treasure, and her
right. But inside, Cullen discovers more—a
latest in the Sisterhood series finds the stalwart locked diary accompanied by a letter, asking for
friends bringing justice—and hope—to families the diary to be restored to its rightful owner.
devastated by a greedy con artist. The
Also in the trunk is a wooden box containing
Sisterhood: a group of women from all walks of ticket stubs and an undated carnival flyer. But
life bound by friendship and a quest for justice. everyone isn’t thrilled with Luna’s quest. Her
Armed with vast resources, top-notch expertise, budding relationship with U.S. Marshal
and a loyal network of allies around the globe, Christopher Gaines comes under strain as he
the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is tries to talk her out of a wild goose chase. But
made right. When Alexis Thorn and Joe
intuition pushes her on, unveiling a surprising
Esposito encounter a young woman sobbing
modern-day connection, and leading Cullen and
alone in a restaurant, they step into action and Luna to wonder if the diary’s secrets still hold
offer their comfort and sympathy. They soon
power today . . .
learn that the woman’s husband was recently
Fear Thy Neighbor
killed in action in Afghanistan. Before he
Getaway
reported for duty, they took steps to preserve
Tuesday's Child
A Novel
their chances of having children. But when
Bella visits the fertility clinic, she discovers her A Festive and Fun Holiday Story
eggs are no longer there—and the circumstances New York Times-Bestselling Author: A
are beyond suspicious. Heartbroken at this tale Southern lady’s new Hollywood mansion may
be haunted, in a novel filled with “lots of fun,
of shattered hopes, Alexis recruits the
Sisterhood to investigate. Soon they uncover a intrigue, and excitement” (Booklist). When
con artist on an obsessive mission. Tracking the Toots Loudenberry relocated to Los Angeles
from South Carolina to be near her daughter,
culprit behind such a cruel scheme won’t be
easy. But with their combined grit, courage, and Abby, she expected to bump into the occasional
celebrity. She just never expected them to be
determination to overcome any obstacle, the
Sisterhood will make sure that this story ends dead. Meanwhile, Toots and her friends Sophie
and Mavis are concerned that the prestigious
on a note of triumph . . . Praise for Fern
Michaels “Michaels’s highly developed skills Dr. Sameer's budding romance with fellow
Godmother Ida may have something to do with
as a storyteller are evident in the affable
characters [and] suspenseful plot.” —Publishers his ailing bank balance. And Abby's attempted
makeover of the celebrity magazine The
Weekly on Deep Harbor
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Informer into the most talked-about tabloid in
town could end more than just her career. But
Fear Thy Neighbor and No Way Out blends
mystery and drama in this twisty new Lost and the Godmothers wouldn't be the Godmothers if
they weren't pulling a few behind-the-scenes
Found novel, as siblings Cullen and Luna set
strings, and Abby's hopes of changing the
out to uncover the secrets behind a long-lost
fortunes of The Informer are still alive. Yet it'll
diary. Every antique tells a story. Cullen and
take an assist from a source no one could have
Luna Bodman learned that through their
predicted, let alone see, to secure a story that
parents’ furniture business. Now, with their
will shake Tinseltown to its very core… “These
restoration shop and café, they often find
four childhood chums prove that life is a gift no
themselves at the center of those stories,
unraveling mysteries for their clients. The old matter what age you are." --RT Reviews
"Delightful. . .Witty, charming, and
steamer chest that Cullen receives from an
complicated, these four childhood chums prove
anonymous source is fascinating in its own
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that life is a gift no matter what age you are."
to leave the compound to visit her sick mother.
--RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars "There's a reason Maggie wants to learn more about The Haven,
Fern Michaels has published nearly 100 books: and the Sisterhood is eager to help. It turns out
she's got a talent for churning out page-turners. The Haven's founders are the sons of a
Readers will finish this one in a single sitting." disgraced Chicago businessman in prison for
--Charleston Magazine
running a Ponzi scheme. They also have
When Toots Loudenberry relocated to Los
connections to a Miami billionaire with dubious
Angeles from South Carolina to be near her
sidelines. Soon, the Sisterhood gang embark on
daughter, Abby, she expected to bump into the a search--and uncover a web of crime that runs
occasional celebrity. She just never expected
deeper and higher than they ever imagined. And
them to be dead. Meanwhile, Toots, Sophie, and they'll need all their special skills to bring it
Mavis are concerned that the prestigious Dr.
down . . . Praise for Fern Michaels "Michaels's
Sameer's budding romance with Ida may have highly developed skills as a storyteller are
something to do with his ailing bank balance. evident in the affable characters [and]
And Abby's attempted makeover of the
suspenseful plot." --Publishers Weekly on Deep
celebrity magazine The Informer into the most Harbor
talked-about tabloid in town could end more
Deep Harbor
than just her career.
A Golden Tree
Presents three holiday tales, including "Silver A Riveting Novel of Suspense
Bells," in which a beautiful movie star decides Dear Emily
to leave her glamorous life behind and return
Secrets
home to Apple Valley, Pennsylvania, where she Christmas is a time for family and friends to gather
and celebrate old bonds…and form new ones.New
encounters her old high-school boyfriend.
In a thrilling story of friendship, adventure, and York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels
vigilante justice from the legendary bestseller brings together the beloved heroines from two
celebrated series—the Sisterhood and the
Fern Michaels, The Sisterhood reunites to
Godmothers—for a holiday to remember forever…
investigate The Haven, a suspicious spiritual
Throughout the years, the ladies of the Sisterhood
organization that's more dangerous cult than
have delivered their own style of vigilante justice to
caring commune... A thrilling new book in the those who most deserve it. But this Christmas,
wildly popular series from the author of Hidden, instead of finding and punishing bad guys, all
legendary #1 New York Times bestseller Fern Maggie Spitzer wants is to bring a little more joy to
Michaels! The Sisterhood is reuniting to
the world—and especially to a beloved teacher from
investigate The Haven, a suspicious spiritual
her past. And as the Sisters unite to find her, they
learn that no holiday treat is as fulfilling as giving
organization that's more dangerous cult than
caring commune... Maggie Spritzer's nose for a to others… It's a lesson that would come as no
surprise to Teresa Amelia Loudenberry— “Toots” to
story doesn't just make her a top-notch
newspaper editor, it also tells her when to go the all who love her. With a little help from the other
extra mile for a friend. When she gets a strange Godmothers, Toots is preparing for Charleston's
annual holiday showcase of historic homes. Her
message from her journalism pal, Gabby
mansion is festooned with antique ornaments,
Richardson, Maggie knows her services are
beautifully arranged by Charleston's most exclusive
needed. Gabby has become involved with The design firm. But when the Godmothers sense
Haven, a commune that promises to guide its
trouble with one of the decorators, they must tackle
members toward a more spiritually fulfilling
a mystery and hope for a happy ending… While
life. But Gabby's enthusiasm has turned to
staying at the Grove Place Inn as a guest of the
distrust ever since she was refused permission Sisterhood's Myra Rutledge, Godmother Sophie
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meets the inn's owner, Holly Noel Simmons. Despite superstores are swallowing their sales, and this
her name, Holly's feeling none too festive around
Christmas season will need to be their best ever if
her handsome employee Gannon Montgomery.
the store is to stay in business. To help keep the
Gannon blames Holly for his former company's
shop afloat, Lauren also has a sideline, writing
downfall. Yet the holiday season holds surprises for biographies for business figures. She's thrilled when
everyone, and the promise of far sweeter
her literary agent contacts her with a new proposal
Christmases yet to come… When Sisters and
and quickly agrees to the terms--before learning that
Godmothers unite, the result is a warm and
the subject will be none other than the CEO of
wonderful holiday—with a special touch of magic… Globalgoods.com, the online retailer that has
One woman fights for her family—and her heart—in spelled doom for hundreds of small businesses just
this novel of redemption from the #1 New York
like Razzle Dazzle Décor. Despite her misgivings,
Times-bestselling author of the Sisterhood novels. Lauren travels to Seattle to confer with the mogul,
Fern Michaels, New York Times bestselling author and is caught off guard by his son, John Jr.
of Finders Keepers, dazzles readers once again with Handsome, intelligent, and deeply kind, he's
the unforgettable story of one woman’s life—the
perfect--apart from the fact that he'll soon be CEO
betrayal that nearly destroys her, the love that helps of the company threatening everything Lauren
her heal, and the struggle to find the truth about
loves. As her deadline, and Christmas, draw closer,
herself and the man she thought she knew . . . An
Lauren knows that there's more than her family's
only child who lost both parents during her first
shop at stake. Her heart is, too. But there's no better
year at college, wealthy heiress Kristine Kelly had time than the holidays to make a secret wish on the
made her husband her whole world. But she didn’t brightest star you see--and let the season's magic
see what everyone else did: that handsome,
take hold...
charismatic Logan Kelly was a manipulator and a Two Chances... Chin up, Emily Thorn faces the
user. Then one cold December, Kristine got a
pain and heartache of love lost and years wasted. At
chilling wake-up call when Logan vanished, along forty, all she has to show for twenty years of
with the eight-million-dollar trust fund she had
marriage is a Federal Express letter from her doctor
naively given him the power to control. Just when husband that begins Dear Emily--and ends their life
Kristine’s life was at its lowest point, banker Aaron together. She had put her own life on hold to pay
Dunwoodie offered her passion, a strong shoulder to Ian's way through medical school. She believed him
lean on, and a relationship to believe in. But a
when he told her that one day she'd have everything
woman once fooled is twice wary, and very
she ever wanted--children, an education, a career of
vulnerable. There were still too many questions
her own. What she got was overweight, out of
Kristine needed to answer before she could commit shape--and dumped. ...To Find That Special
her heart again: what really happened to Logan . . . LoveEmily needs to reclaim her life. Slimming
what did she truly want for herself . . . and what
down and starting up a chain of fitness centers, she
would she do if Logan—a dangerous seductive, and is soon skyrocketing toward entrepreneurial
yet irresistible man—walked back into her life?
success...and into relationships with two exciting
Praise for Fern Michaels “Prose so natural that it
new men. One is kind and compassionate, the other
seems you are witnessing a story rather than reading unpredictable and alarmingly sensual. Now, to keep
about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday Times “She never her hard-won independence and balance it with a
disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews
truly fulfilling love, all she has to do is choose the
A special treat to warm your heart, just in time for right one...Dear Emily New York Times bestselling
the holidays--a sparkling new novel from New York author Fern Michaels gives us one of her most
Times bestselling author Fern Michaels... Christmas passionate, richly emotional novels-a compelling
is more than just a celebration for Lauren
story that captures a woman's illusions, desires. .
Montgomery. For generations, it's been her family's .and the promise and rewards of learning to love
livelihood. Their Christmas shop, Razzle Dazzle
again.
Décor, has seen seasonal fads come and go, but
Spirited Away
there's one trend they can't escape. Online
Exclusive
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Hideaway
In Bloom
Breaking News

another situation demands their attention. . .
Laura Leigh, a Hollywood starlet whose main
talent seems to be landing in trouble, is missing.
Explores Jung's psychological concepts
Toots' daughter, Abby, has both a personal and
regarding the nature, function and importance professional stake in the story. Not only is she
of man's symbols as they appear on both the
editor-in-chief at gossip magazine The
conscious and subconscious level
Informer, but entertainment attorney Chris
A thrilling new book from the #1 New York
Clay, Abby's would-be beau, was the last
Times bestselling author of No Way Out, that person seen with Laura. And now he's missing,
fans of Nora Roberts and Rachel Caine won’t too. With the help of friends in high--and
want to miss! One woman’s picture-perfect
low--places, the Godmothers will navigate
island sanctuary reveals itself to be filled with Hollywood's glittering inner circles and seedy
dangers in this exciting page-turner… At twenty-underbelly to discover the truth. Along the way,
nine, Alison Marshall is ready to find a place to they'll uncover unexpected secrets that not even
call home. With no family and no ties, she’s
one of Sophie's séances could have predicted. . .
drifted from one small Florida town to another Praise for Fern Michaels and The Godmothers
since high school, working odd jobs, saving
Series "Pure recession-proof fun." --Publishers
hard, and building a nest egg. Once she finds
Weekly "Delightful. . .witty, charming, and
the right place to settle down, she’ll know. And complicated, these four childhood chums prove
when she reaches beautiful Palmetto Island, she that life is a gift no matter what age you are."
thinks she may have found it. The small, close- --RT Reviews
knit island community seems to have
First in the three-part series featuring four old
everything Alison needs. On a hunch, she
friends and a house with a haunted past:
contacts the island’s only realtor, and learns
“Reading Michaels is always a rewarding
that an old beach house is on the market.
experience.” —RT Book Reviews The best of
Miraculously, it’s in her budget, and Alison
friends, Toots, Ida, Mavis, and Sophie have
takes it as another sign that she’s in the right
been there for each other through thick and thin.
place. At first, home is everything she hoped it Now Sophie needs the rest of the Godmothers
would be. But as days turn into weeks, she
to help her through something they’ve never
uncovers a dark side to this supposedly
faced before . . . There are no secrets between
peaceful haven. The locals have a secret, and
best friends. At least, Teresa “Toots”
once Alison discovers what it is, she faces a
Loudenberry has always believed that. In the
stark choice. She can stay and join them—or
decades since she, Sophie, Ida, and Mavis met
escape. But leaving brings its own risks, and
in Catholic school, they’ve shared all the joys
Alison is starting to wonder if coming to
and hardships of their colorful, extraordinary
Palmetto Island is the last mistake she’ll ever
adventures. But right now, Toots can tell that
make . . .
Sophie is hiding something. Sophie wishes she
#1 New York Times-Bestselling Author: A
could confide in Toots. But she can’t reveal her
novel of Hollywood intrigue starring an
hunch about her home’s history and the
“engaging version of the Golden Girls”
unhappiness that still seems to linger there.
(Booklist). No sooner have Toots Loudenberry There’s too much at stake, including the safety
and her three best friends--Sophie, Ida, and
of Toots’ daughter Abby and her twin girls. But
Mavis--returned from Sacramento, where
though Toots, Ida, and Mavis are all entering
Sophie provided some much-needed psychic
new phases in their lives—and love lives—they
advice to the First Lady of California, than
won’t let Sophie face this challenge on her own
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won't fall in love with him, the way so many others
. . . Praise for Fern Michaels and The
Godmothers Series “Pure recession-proof fun.” have. Still, not everything in life can be planned,
and sometimes, no matter how hard you try, you
—Publishers Weekly “Michaels’ engaging
version of the Golden Girls.” —Booklist “Grab just can't help but fall . . .
some tissues as you read the latest installment "At Ridgewood High, Amy, Frankie, Rachael, and
Nina formed a deep bond. Now, fifteen years after
of the outstanding Godmothers series, which
leaving school behind, they're back for a reunion,
contains an abundance of poignancy, wit, charm
laughing, reminiscing, and chatting how much has
and laugh-out-loud moments. Reading Michaels changed and how much hasn't. All four are strong,
is always a rewarding experience.” —RT Book successful, and somehow, still looking for the right
Reviews, 4.5 Stars on Classified “The
partner. But Frankie has an idea to help solve that: a
camaraderie of the four friends remains very
singles cruise for the holiday"-powerful in the latest Godmothers
Fern Michaels, #1 New York Times bestselling
author, joins two of her best-loved series—the
contemporary . . . Fans will enjoy Breaking
Sisterhood and the Godmothers—in a holiday
News.&rdq
adventure to remember! At Christmas time, the
No Safe Secret
grand hall of the Grove Place Inn in Asheville,
Wishes for Christmas
North Carolina is the most beautiful sight that
Fearless
manager Holly Simmons can imagine, filled with an
The Godmothers
assortment of firs and pines twinkling with
Mistletoe Magic
Fern Michaels' Christmas novels are pure holiday
magic--uplifting stories of love, family, and
friendship in irresistible settings. In this special
seasonal tale, a ski instructor finds her skills - and
her heart - put to the test courtesy of a visiting
movie star. Perfect for fans of Mary Kay Andrews,
Debbie Macomber, and RaeAnne Thayne. It's not
just Santa Claus who's coming to town this
Christmas...one of Hollywood's sexiest stars is too,
in this sparkling holiday romance from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Fern Michaels . . .
Emily Ammerman has always felt at home amid
the ski runs and slopes of Snowdrift Summit, the
Colorado resort her family has operated for
decades. Snow is her element, and she doesn't
hesitate when a new client asks her to train him to
ski The Plunge, one of Colorado's most treacherous
runs. But Zach Ryder is no regular client. On
screen, he's famous for starring as a daring CIA
officer who always saves the day. In real life, he's
just as handsome and charming as his alter ego,
though not everyone is impressed. Some are
concerned about what kind of impact these slick,
showbiz types will have on their town. As for
Emily--she's got a secret, and it's one she can't
reveal to anyone, especially not to Zach: she's his
biggest fan. But she's also a professional. She'll
train him till he's ready to tackle any slope, but she

thousands of tiny lights. This year, the inn’s guest
list includes bona fide royalty—Countess de Silva of
the legendary Vigilantes, who has invited along
some very special friends . . . The seasonal rush
leaves Holly no choice to but to hire a new
assistant, but does her top candidate, handsome
Gannon Montgomery, belong in the ‘naughty’ or
‘nice’ category? While Holly uncovers the
surprising truth about her new hire, the Sisterhood
and Godmothers are undertaking their first joint
mission. And when these forces unite, the result can
only be a warm and wonderful holiday—with a
special touch of magic . . . Previously published in
Wishes for Christmas
#1 New York Times-Bestselling Author: The best
of friends, Toots, Ida, Mavis, and Sophie have been
there for each other through thick and thin… Teresa
“Toots” Amelia Loudenberry has her quirks, but no
one would ever question her loyalty. So it’s no
surprise when Toots decides to extend her stay in
Charleston to help care for her ailing housekeeper.
Though the Charleston air is drenched with azalea
and honeysuckle, and there’s always a pitcher of
sweet tea close to hand, the ladies have little time
for relaxing. Ida’s new line of cosmetics is about to
launch, and Toots, Mavis, and Sophie are relishing
new careers as models. And Abby, Toots’s
daughter, is getting hitched. In the middle of so
much change, Toots is almost too busy to notice her
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own unexpected romance. After eight husbands,
new beginnings in these heartwarming stories of
she’s sworn never to get involved again. But
family, homecoming, and love... AMAZING
fate—and her friends—may have other plans. And GRACIE * Fern Michaels After years spent
every godmother, fairy or otherwise, loves a story traveling the world as a flight attendant, Gracie
that ends with happily-ever-after . . . “Whoever
Walden is ready to stay a little closer to her roots,
thought the ‘golden years’ were boring never met starting with two weeks at home in Amarillo, Texas.
the Godmothers.”—RT Reviews “Michaels’
But there's unexpected turbulence between her
engaging version of the Golden Girls.”—Booklist mother, Ella, and her older sister, Hope-and it will
Deadline
lead to a revelation that changes Gracie's life in
THE GOSSIP TRUTH.
amazing ways . . . MEANT TO BE * Lori Foster
Santa Cruise
When Cory Creed was just a little girl, she knew
Picture Perfect
she'd grow up to marry Austin Winston-and she
Upside Down
made the mistake of telling him so. Tired of
Struggling to remember the accident that left her in watching him avoid her ever since, Cory has
a coma and led to her boyfriend's disappearance,
decided it's time to leave Visitation, North Carolina,
video game developer Ellie Bowman starts over in and Austin, behind. But Austin has finally realized
rural Missouri, before an inexplicable reunion
what Cory was once so sure of, and now it's his turn
threatens everything she has rebuilt.
to prove they belong together...with a little help
Weaving a thread of suspense into her trademark
from their mothers. THE MOTHER'S DAY
powerful storytelling, #1 New York Times
CROWN * Carolyn Brown Monica Allen still hasn't
bestselling author Fern Michaels delivers a
forgiven Tyler Magee for breaking her heart when
compelling new novel about a woman who learns they were teenagers. Ten years on, they're back in
that her new life may not be all it appears... Anna
Luella, Texas, visiting their respective
Campbell is ready to take her first tentative steps
grandmothers. and there's just a white picket fence
back into the world after widowhood. On a singles and a whole lot of awkwardness between them. Will
cruise, she meets divorced professor Ryan
two weeks be long enough for Monica to learn to
Robertson, and the sparks between them are
stop holding a grudge-and hold on to love?
undeniable. Back home in West Texas, Anna and
Coming Home for Christmas
Ryan continue their romance, and Anna decides it's
time for their families to meet. Anna is delighted
when her daughter, Christina, hits it off with Ryan's
daughter, Renee. The two girls are close in age and
have lots in common. Ryan's son, Patrick, is
college-bound and somewhat aloof, but Anna feels
sure they'll grow closer in time. She happily
accepts Ryan's proposal, confident in the bond
they've formed. But the idyllic relationships Anna
is hoping for are quickly thrown into doubt. Ryan
and his children may not be all she thinks they are.
And as the situation grows more desperate, Anna
must reach deep within and draw on all her courage
and self-reliance to fight for the family and home
she deserves...
Just in time for Mother's Day, this heartwarming
collection of springtime stories from megabestselling authors Fern Michaels, Lori Foster, and
Carolyn Brown is a celebration of mothers,
daughters, and coming home... Just as flowers
blossom in springtime, so do second chances and
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